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Nature does nothing uselessly  
					 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ~Aristotle
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Preliminar questions

What is the purpose of colour in life-forms? 

What strategies in nature take advantage of the ability to read colour 
and why?


news.sciencemag.org



Preliminar questions 


–from a challenge-to-biology approach: 

What colour strategies can be mimicked from nature to be applied in 
solving potential design problems?


– from a biology-to-design approach: 

What specific design problems can be addressed by mimicking colour 
strategies observed in nature?

news.sciencemag.org





Structural color in Urania Moth
Photographs:  Gail Shumway / Tomizlav Terzin

Structural colours are 
achieved by adding 
“design” or “information” 
to material surfaces at 
the nano-scale.



450 nm < Structural color in Morpho butterfly scales 
    Photograph: Tomizlav Terzin





● Multilayer reflectors 

● Three-dimensional photonic crystals 

● Diffraction gratings 

● Quasi-coherent scattering 

● Hygrochromic reversible colours  

   (variaton of multilayer)
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570 nm

Insects and reptiles use 
a combination of 
structural blue and 
yellow pigment to create 
green. 

< Structural and pigment color combined 
   in Chrysina Spectabilis beetle wing    
   Photograph: Tomizlav Terzin



450 nm

Vertebrates (including 
humans) cannot create 
blue pigment. Blue 
colour, for instance in 
blue eyes or blue 
feaders, is obtained by 
structural colour. 



Asking experts, preliminary study by human ecology methodology:


Appendix 3 | Interview guide  

Main questions for interview / expected intuitive answers:

A) Use simple words and your knowledge and intuition to answer this question: What is 

colour?

B) What can we learn about colour from nature?

Contingency flowmap for question A:

Additional notes

... 

carlos fiorentino 

background research subject: 
the nature and purpose of co-
lour / biomimetics of colour

the nature of colour: asking 
experts

If the participant offers a definition from Physics:

a1) Have you applied this approach to color in your 
work?

a1.1)
What kind of work?
Give examples

If the participant offers a psychological, emotional
or any other connotational response:

a3) How much this approach to color have 
influenced your work?

a3.1)
In what kind of work?
Give examples

If the participant offers a functional / utilitarian 
interpretation:

a2) How important is color in your work?

a2.1)
Why?a1.2)

How important was 
color in your work?

a1.3)
How often?

a2.2)
Give examples

a4) What other interpretation of colour can you offer?

A

B

C

D

E

My background in colour... I started out being a very crafty person but decided to 
study sciences because arts were not encouraged in my family. So, I did a 
background in pure sciences, which means that studied chemistry, physics and 
biology and the likes. And then, in the myst of all this I discovered that I really 
wanted to study fashion design. So to the great astonishment of my people, I went 
and study fashion design, and I loved everything about it! I love the theory, the 
practice, I love the issue of fabrics and colours, and sewing and handwork. So I just 
spent a few years in chemistry and physics, and also looked at biology and design, 
sort of together. When that was over I wanted to learn more about dress history, 
‘cause I thought “I don’t want to work for the industry right away,” so I went to 
study art history, and again like, the issue of dressing colour and shapes and 
silhouettes still guiding the courses I was taking. So, I took a lot of classes in mostly 
the Renaissance, medieval Renaissance and XIX century, it wasn’t too much in the 
contemporary stuff. After that I decided to do a master degree in museum studies 
in costumes and textiles…, it sort I have to make a choice between a curatorial 

emphasis or conservation emphasis, but I didn’t make it until I absolutely have to. 
So I took all the chemistry classes, the dying, matching, and all the stuff that I really 
liked it because was hands-on. But then I thought “you know, I don’t know if I have 
the patience to be a conservateur.” So there was one class missing (I wish I’ve had 
done it now though) about “treatment”, and I didn’t take that class so I ended up 
being a curatorial emphasis. But my thesis was a little bit between the two worlds 
because it was about costume mounting. In some places ‘mounting’ is a 
conservateur’s job and in others a curator’s job. And from there I got a job in 
museum of clothing and textiles for 14 years. I was trying to … clothing and textiles 
to broader audience, so the issue of bringing back chemistry made me do this 
exhibition on ‘colour and fashion’ prior to 1918. I did this exhibition and it was 
really good, bringing a large group of people in. Then I travelled the exhibition to a 
museum in Georgia, and I talked about it, and a lot of that was things that I had 
been developed in the world of chemistry, just applied to the field of fashion. Very 
often people interested in fashion are not interested in chemistry.

Colour is Emotion. And I see it as one of the things that I don’t have and may 
rationalize it, as it’s been part of my journey. At the end, one of the things that I 
love the most is to play with colour. I miss when I was a curator at the museum 
and I had nine galleries to play with, and everytime I was coming and go ‘OK, we 
are going to paint this, we got these garments…’ and so the emotional impact of 
objects in sight made me really… (like) this morning I was doing with my grad 
students their exhibition… and they have thrown off these ideas that were very far 
from each other, and I just came in and I say ‘OK, this is gonna be, the visual that 
we’re are gonna base we’re gonna paint it magenta! And they all went like 
‘magenta”??! …and I go like yeah, yeah. Look, this is what will guide us to do, this is 
the way this exhibition should be articulated, these are the artifacts that tight 
together and…’ This is what got me interested, and I know that I should be going 
like ‘you know, intellectually this relates related to that..’ but no, this is a visual 
media and I have to tie it together and magenta was my core (a trigger). So these 
artifacts would look so good in front of a magenta background.

I don’t think so. I’ve always been in many ways like… 
there are many things that interested me, but this issue 
of colour in language, in emotion and impact it’s been 
a guiding principle, weather in design or in curatorial 
work, and even when I conceive an exhibition unless I 
can see that visually speaks to me, I don’t get excited as 
much.

It depends, right now I am forced to write, and in the 
writing it doesn’t come is as much. More recently I was 
writing an article on 1795- 1799 fashion, and everybody 
has been talking about these white dresses with 
elevated waist line, and one of the things I was pointing 
out to them was ‘look, don’t you see in those visuals that 
these are not all white garments, they are white 
garments trimmed in red, in yellow, in blue…” so I’m 
pointing out things that most people think are trivial. (...)

What is colour? ProbesBackground

Interviews given between March 10 and March 24, 2015

Participants Would the answer to the question [what is colour] 
change if I ask you in a different context, 
or if you are in a different mood or in a different day?

How important is this perception you have 
about colour when you work on any project
 in general?

It’s a taught question. If I think back far, I was interested in minerals, rocks and 
those things. I did a lot of geology as a youngster (undergrad times). You know, 
minerals have the colours… Going even back, growing up as a child, we used to go 
(in Greece actually) collecting for shells, in the water diving with googles, not scuba, 
just a regular non-assisted diving, and looking for those colour shells and seeing 
the colours was like you get a sudden jolt of energy or excitement just to see them. 
And then of course the challenge to see if we can actually go deep enough to get 
them, or if we could just be right there. I think that might be something there too, 
because as children we always really perceive colour and get excited by colour for 
some reason… Although, maybe this is not really relevant, but I’ve always wondered 
why it is that children’s toys are garishly coloured, and to us is perhaps ugly, 
(primary colours) red and stuff, very bright and plastic kind of thing, but to children 
it is supposed to look… I don’t know I don’t remember how I find those colours as a 
child, but I remember that the thrill of a hand looking for shells, and then when I 
was older looking for rocks and minerals and those colours… and later getting in 

physics is more… you have pure colours of course working with lasers and things 
but, the experiment specifically is about light in some way, it’s more concrete and 
related to the wavelengths of lights and weather colour is being absorbed or 
emitted by materials, whereas in the past these were more coincidental things, 
more mysterious… still giving excitement but...

I know that this question is complicated, as being a physicist I have my own point 
of view about what colour is in the way of wavelengths of lights, which is the way 
how I look at it. But I understand that how the eye perceives colour, how the brain 
interprets how the eye perceives it is much more complicated, and I don’t know 
much about that honestly. Without thinking much I’d say that colour is based on 
our perception of the wavelengths of light either admitted or reflected from a 
material’s surface. That would be my definition of it.

Not at all, I could be colour blind and still do my work, 
because we don’t use the eye for quantitative analysis, 
we use spectrographs and things, so…

Does this definition affect your work?

It’s not colour, it’s more that the objects have colours. It’s difficult to think of colour 
abstractly. Unless you paint and you are actually a painter. Otherwise, it’s the 
clothes you wear, it’s the objects…

…Then you think that objects have colour, they posses the colour?

Sometimes it doesn’t matter, but sometimes what the colour of the object is…, is 
important!... in you choice. I cannot think right now so much in terms of objects, 
but  obviously it can be what you dress… so right now I’m wearing a ‘screaming’ 
orange (the coat). And did actually put a lot of thought in what kind of colour, I 
made an investigation… there were models with very subtle gray, but they were not 
available, there were this beautiful blue and then this orange. I thought a lot about 
what colour to choose, and it was difficult… I can talk about what made me chose 
this one; in part because is very visible, part because I find it nice, and in part 
because contrasts among other colours. I may also think of, well, is that colour suit 

with what I think my temperament is? That’s the best example that I can think 
about me thinking of colour.

Another example is… (‘mid-life crisis car story’) I almost agonized about the colour 
of the car I wanted to buy (Fiat 500 Abarth, his wife picked ‘bianco perla,’ the car 
only comes in white, red or black) I thought “your mid-life crisis car should be red” 
but “red is too obvious, too flamboyant” I asked my friends in a poll, most of them 
say that “black would be their choice” now I have the black and red combination, 
which is also an ‘anarchist combination.’

It’s one of these things that are actually impossible to define…

It’s the old problem of explaining colour to a blind man, 
which is kind of impossible… (Quoting the "blind 
swordsman" Japanese movie series by Zatoichi) He 
sometimes asks (the character) “when did you lose your 
sight? Oh, when I was 2 (years old); Do you still 
remember colours? No, I remember that I remember 
colours, but I don’t remember them anymore…” So, it’s 
useless to try to explain. (...) (like in) synesthesia: in order 
to explain colour you can only translate it into 
something else, like the ‘warm’ and the ‘cool’ colours. (..) 
it’s a quality, it’s ‘qualia’… irreducible. So, scientifically you 
can say that it’s the vibration of light at a particular… but 
that’s not going to be useful, except in scientific terms.

… Imagine that you have to explain it to someone
(that never seen colour)…

I actually think understanding the physics of life is 
interesting and important. We can study for physics of 
light and try to understand. but that doesn’t, well I have 
to be careful because I don’t know if it’s true or not, but 
did nature figure out the physics to have to be able to 
play with it? So in order to communicate, does a flower 
need to know how to create a particular molecule which 
will interact with the broad spectrum of sunlight to then 
be able to reflect certain wavelengths or absorb certain 
wavelengths? The answer is yes because it happened, I 
mean, but how? We have the evidence, we know it 
happened. At least we think we know because we can 
see colour. I mean our own eyes have adopted to be 
able to process colour , so colour is extremely important 
in life. If you look at the opposite analysis; “well it’s not 
that important, why don’t dogs need to see colour?”. I 
don’t know. But for some reason we do. 

Which interpretation is more important?

I guess this is because of who I am and my background. 
But I also see colour and art as a form of expression, 
which again I would roll back into communication. 
Someone’s trying to communicate how they feel. Well 
that’s why they have a blue period, and associate blue 
with depression. But then people have done studies on 
the effect of colour on psychology and they also notice 
that certain wavelengths of light, for some reason, affect 
their mood. And we need light balance lamps to be able 
to avoid seasonal depression, and that sort of things. (...) 
Colour is designed into our life. And different 
organisms and beings use colour to help them survive. 
And I would presume that we need colour because we 
need to know the colour difference between berries 
when we are scavenging for food and say “oh that’s 
poisonous, that’s not”. Beyond just the shapes and sizes 
and morphology, it’s another variable we have access 
to.

You thoughts are based on objective evidence…

For me, when I think about colour, I think about when I did an undergraduate 
degree in design. And as we talked about, I studied things like colour theory and 
how colour works and the meaning of colour. But when I graduated, I started 
working here at the U of A. I worked as a designer here on campus. And to me that 
was really fascinating because all of a sudden now colour, or more importantly, 
specific colours like green and gold at the U of A had huge significance and that 
the U of A tried to co-op or kind of own those colours.
Everything you would design almost had to be green and gold, or you’d have to 
have a really interesting argument of why it wasn’t green and gold. So to me it 
became this almost philosophical sort of notion where an organization, this huge 
entity like a university, could try and own colour or almost copyright colour. They 
have a green and a gold that both represented them but that they were only able 
to use. And to me that was this fascinating ability to be kind of throw into or 
thinking colour and how you sort of use it and the limitations of that along with 
the possibilities of that and even, as I said, the philosophical notions of how you 
could co-op something like that. So that’s the first thing that pops into my head.

And before you were even a designer, what do you think your impression of 
colour was back then?
I’m trying to think, but I don’t have any specific impressions that I can remember.
And again, I’m from Edmonton, and one of the things I love about Edmonton is this 
kind of full cyclical nature of the seasons and the seasonal colour. So all of a 
sudden you get the real visual and visceral changes of that so you know, from 
Summer we go into Fall, and the beautiful colours of that, then we lose those 
colours and go into Winter, which is kind of the beautiful white pristine. And then 
over the Winter it turns not so white, it’s like a cyclical pattern. It’s the ugly snow 
that starts melting, and then comes spring which is an explosion of colour and it’s 
kind of a continual cycle of that. And when I lived in other places, I missed that. 
When I lived in places where it’s much more the same and it doesn’t really change. 
And so to me I realized, whether it’s because I’m from around here or I grew up 
here, I link colours with the seasons. And that influences me, I use colour to kind of 
demarcate times of the year or when school starts or when school ends, when you 
can ride your bike, when you can go snowboarding, you know, things like that.

The easiest way to define colour is kind of as a sheer physics exercise of our eye 
recognizing specific electrons from the sort of physical description. Which is kind of 
the simplest way but It also sells short the power and values of colour, anywhere 
from sort of cultural signifiers of things to how we survive to how we understand 
the world to how we communicate things, how we attempt to sort of brand these 
things. So all of a sudden colour means almost everything. And then as a designer, 
you have the option of how you incorporate colour or use colour. Colour serves as a 
communicative tool, as a means of trying to communicate something or brand 
something and try to convey to other people emotions feeling thoughts identities 
of things. And colour I also think of as a sort of defining thing, a common thing to 
ask people like “what’s your favorite colour?” and people would have those. People 
choose to dress in certain ways and use costumes. And colour becomes part of life 
in certain ways through that. And colour also becomes this sort of social identifier, I 
suppose, both individually but also even as we think of how we might decorate our 
rooms or how we decorate our houses. So colour kind of means all of those things. 
To me one of the sort of things that is interesting is the cultural component of 

(...) Colour is persuasion, if I pick a colour for a poster, 
because I’m really eager to advertise something… 
(mention of a class assignment)… in the battle of posters 
(I picked) what is going to attract, and what also has 
kind of nice connotations. It is also in the context, if 
everybody uses red you wont use red, you use what 
stands out… (mention of one student’s proposal that was 
white to contrast within the other posters) it is always 
contextual.

Does this approach affect your work, when you 
apply or pick colours?

I can’t say they aren’t. I mean, every person naturally is 
going to be attracted or repealed to certain 
combination of colours for every personal reasons. I 
suppose that if you see an object, if you are shopping, 
and it is in a colour scheme that somehow is 
comfortable or pleasant for you, you may be more 
likely to… (buy it). So I can’t say that I don’t do that, I 
probably do (but unconciously) without think about it. 
There are tons of conscious too. 

What about those decisions you make outside 
you work, are affected somehow by this conception?

colour,  where colour to somebody who isn’t from here would mean certain things 
and then, when I go to other places, I realize different colour mean different things; I 
kind of understand ‘a colour’ and I kind of own it.  Hopefully you quickly realize that 
your knowledge is contained or limited.  So all of the sudden colour becomes this sort 
of cultural signifier, which then becomes a different language where different things 
can mean different things in different cultures.  Which hopefully makes us realize that 
there are no direct frozen answers.

I think colour has different meaning in different context. So for me I see colour as a 
communication tool. That’s I think the most fundamental… that’s one contextual 
definition.  So communication what am I thinking of ? Let’s say flowers. If you look 
naturally you have huge variety of colours in flowers.  Why? I would presume that 
maybe it’s a communication tool to help propagate life. To get an insect or a bird 
to come to get the pollen and spread it. What I have learned is that for us colour 
means one thing, now getting into physics, well colour is just wavelengths of light. 
But colour exists to other beings in different wavelengths that we can’t even see. So 
that’s another contextual  interpretation. So I guess those would be the biggest 
differences in definition. One is it a communication tool one is it’s physics, colour is 
just physics of light.

Yeah I would say thinking back to colours it’s probably fall seasonal colours,  so 
leaves in the trees. That’s what I associate with my earliest memories of colour. The 
colour yellow is what comes to mind first. As soon as you ask but I should I thought 
about the colour yellow on poplar trees. Very vibrant. The next most vivid 
impression would be painting or artwork.  Seeing artwork, making artwork as a kid. 
Photography, so colours of natural landscapes in photography. Especially for me 
slide film, and not many people know about slide film anymore. But the colours 
are so vibrant in nature in slide film.  I still some on my fridge and you can still buy 
some Slide film. Lots of pros still shoot film. You have to do it in labs, but you can 
still get film processed. The colours where vivid and more true to nature, it actually 
captures what you actually see with your eyes. Print film doesn’t seem to do it. 
Even digital is still pretty good but there’s something about slide film, it really did 
an amazing job.

(mention of Silver Lake yellow toboggan, as ‘cheap, 
plastic and repulsive,’ but attractive for children) 
It’s supposed that those primary colours have an effect 
on them (children), I don’t know why they do, but you 
can see also that in daycares centres those children’s 
toys in the park are in these crazy colours. From the 
physics’ aspect I have no explanation for that, because is 
purely a perception effect. I don’t know if for a child 
response to those colours because is something new or 
more attractive for some reason, if it is a condition (like 
cultural) or somehow a natural response? (...)



What is colour? 

Appendix 11 | Summary of key ideas from interviews
 

What can we learn about colour from nature?

Definition from Physics Psychological, emotional
or any other connotational response

Functional / Utilitarian

Colour is Emotion. 
Play with colour.
The emotional impact of objects in sight 
Visual media 
Colour in language, in emotion and impact it’s been a guiding 
principle
Fascination for the source
Every person naturally is going to be attracted or repealed to 
certain combination of colours for every personal reasons
From the physics’ aspect I have no explanation for that, 
because is purely a perception effect
Impossible to define…
It’s useless to try to explain
In order to explain colour you can only translate it into 
something else
Colour is persuasion
Attraction
Connotations
It is always contextual
How colour works on us’ this is really not so much a question of 
frequencies [it’s an old philosophical idea: QUALIA]
Cultural signifiers
Social identifier
Your knowledge is contained or limited
Different language
Colour is so much more
Duality of the subjective-objectiveness
A form of expression
Psychology 

Wavelengths of light
Colour is based on our perception of the wavelengths of 
light either admitted or reflected from a material’s surface
For my work...We only care really about what the actual 
spectrum is
A sheer physics exercise
Physics of light
Physics of life

How the eye perceives colour, how the brain interprets 
colour is based on our perception of the wavelengths of 
light either admitted or reflected from a material’s surface
I could be colour blind and still do my work
the physics’ definition (of colour) is the only common 
definition we all share
For my work...We only care really about what the actual 
spectrum is
Communicative tool
Different meaning in different context
Communication tool
Did nature figure out the physics to have to be able to play 
with it? 
Colour is designed into our life. And different organisms and 
beings use colour to help them survive
It’s another variable we have access to
Understand differences

Nature is also garish
Having something ‘natural’ is culturally made up
We all have, whether we want it or not, a relationship with colour
We don’t need eyes to see
How do plants know that this wavelength attracts that bug for procreation…?
(Learning from and applying) ‘Luciferins’ from fireflies, 
(Learning from and applying) a fluorescent protein coming from jelly fish… 
Making some kind of laser from a bio-material
Ask why a butterfly uses particular patterns, often patterns and colours, to signal 
‘danger’ to a predator. 
For food industry studies on taste associated with poison and colour as well… and 
that may have to do with chemistry.
Nature and Etnomethodology: studying colour vocabulary in different cultures
Changing and living and morphing, living spaces. There’s something nice about that 
idea of alive and I think colour is a distinct part of that.
Inspiration for roof tops
Reclaim the urban space  
How we adapt to colour and how we respond to seasons
Screen-based materials   
Understanding the leap between us trying to imagine what the reason for colour 
production was to what it actually is
How is colour produced by nature?
Structural colour in butterfly scales. If we can understand how colour was produced 
structuraly we could reduce power consumption in electronics: a structural change 
instead of an electronic change
We might, in our investigation of colours, learning more about other things beyond 
colour 
Combinations of functionality and system thinking, that’s what nature does too
Nature is not only about living aspects but also about how the life interacts with the 
non-living, the inanimate, non-organic, the elements, laws of physics…

A

B

C

D

E

Fashion designer

Physicist

Anthropologist

Graphic designer

Material engineer

1. There’s little or no questioning and/or reflexion about the nature of 
colour outside our biased human-eye standards, and about new 
possibilities to explore and use color by learning from nature, even from literate 
people.

2. Most of the participants will be oriented to think of color as a 
material characteristic of objects, with subjective approaches (such as 
emotions and psychological factors) instead of definitions from physics or any 
natural principle.

3. The term Nature or natural will be first associated to life-forms, first 
detaching nature from human nature, and second from inanimate things in nature 
(like rocks or water) or even extraterrestrial and universal laws (like gravity or 
photons).

4. The question “What can we learn about colour from nature?” will 
be challenging, and giving examples of how to apply natural color strategies 
(such as structural color) into design will bring all kind of speculations from naive 
ideas to deep thinking ones.

Assumptions confirmed / challenged

3 challenged

2 confirmed

2 confirmed

all confirmed

confirmed

7
13

3 confirmed

3 challenged

3 challenged

no challenged

 challenged

Appendix 12 | Assumptionscarlos fiorentino 

Asking experts, preliminary study by human ecology methodology:

● Colour purpose in nature from different perspectives
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Asking experts, preliminary study by human ecology methodology:

● Colour purpose in nature from different perspectives

● Identifying possible areas of implementation



Terrapin Taping into Nature report (2015)



Possible areas of implementation to explore:


● Traffic signaling combining additive and substractive mixing

● Any other type of light signaling in ground transportation

● Light signaling in cars

● Billboards and outdoors big screens

● Electronic rechargeable papers

● Hybrid displays for electronic devices

● Aposematic and cryptic tuning applied to ground  	  	
	  transportation

● Aposematic and cryptic tuning applied to the military and 	 
	 	rescue forces

● Reactive security features for banknotes, certifications, etc.

● Colour tuning and UV filtering for glass applications

● …



Research question


How can available scientific information / knowledge on structural 
colour be more accesible to biomimetic design practitioners?

news.sciencemag.org







https://xd.adobe.com/view/db3f8da5-fc16-4a54-b75a-68ff8eba2f9e/












Thank you
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